THIS MONTH'S COVER: S.R. two-coach units
Front: '2Bil' 2024 leads the SEG '2Bil' Farewell
railtour at Penge West on 9th January 1971.
Photo: G.M. Walters.
Rear upper: '2Hap' 5613 at Sevenoaks. Hardly anything in this picture remains as it was in 1970.
The SR '2Hap's have long since left the South Eastern
Division, and are now downgraded to '2Sap's, and
Sevenoaks station is undergoing a major rebuilding
operation. Photo: I.E. Whitlam.
Rear lower: '2Hal' 2629 leads the 11.24 West Worthing
to Brighton into Lancing on 17th May 1971. The offpeak service to West Worthing, like the '2Hal's, has
no longer been with us for several years now.
Photo: B.W. Rayner.
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INNER CITY MAKES THE GOING NOT SO EASY

We wonder whether the Government really
appreciates the socio-economic effects of increasing
season ticket prices by 7½% per annum in addition
to other general price increases, as proposed in the
Green Paper on Transport Policy. The centre of
London and the dormitory towns will obviously be
affected, and not necessarily for the worse, but
what about this year's "good cause", the inner-city
areas?
Two major features of areas such as Battersea,
Bermondsey and Brixton are that housing costs are
less expensive than those elsewhere, and that a
large proportion of the working population is
employed in the service industries. The plight of
these areas will be greatly increased if a significant number of more affluent workers wish to move
in to save on the cost of travelling to work. As
the demand for housing, which can hardly be met at
present, increases, prices will rise and the supply
of accommodation will be reduced. At the same time
many employers may move from central London to the
provinces, as a means of saving their employees'
travelling costs. This would reduce the demand in
London for services such as buses, telephones and
catering. Therefore, the residents of inner city
areas would be faced with even worse unemployment
and higher living costs if the cost of commuting was
greatly increased.
We sympathise with those who claim that there is
no justice in the nation as a whole subsidising a
relative minority so that they may work in London and
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live by the sea,
and there is certainly no need for
any to travel as far as they do. However, we
Believe that
for
social
purposes
some omfr
of
subsidy must continue. xxx be welcome
berakhtorugh
would
be
the
xxxx
recognoitn that
it
is
xxxx
unremunerative railways
for the sake of xxx. The subsidy is really to the
counrty xxxx servcie,
and
e v e n for
htose
only
served
xxxxx
that usdbyis
may
be
vital.
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GROUP NEWS
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December 1976: SEG member Ken Howard, formerly with
the Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co Ltd, and now an
engineer in the Southern's S&T Dept, spoke on railway
signalling. He l i s t e d the reasons for having
signalling systems
a n d outlined t h e broad
principles of signalling. A wide variety of examples
of signalling practice and equipment, including some
German and Irish types, was illustrated by means of
slides.
January 1977: Mr. G, Kerley of the SLS treated us to
a guided tour of the Metropolitan Railway's branches
in the 1930s, starting at New Cross and working to
Uxbridge via Drayton Park, Kensington and Hammersmith.
Mr. Kerley, then as now, a r e s i d e n t of Metroland,
illustrated it all with photographs, mostly taken by
himself in the thirties, showing trains and stations
as they then were. It was interesting to note how
seme stations particularly on the East London Line,
have not changed.
February 1977: Mr. J.E.
Shelbourn, Secretary of the
Transport Ticket Society, spoke about "Railway Tickets
Ancient & Modern". He started with a brief history
of how the railways followed the stage coach practice
of issuing filled-in forms until the Edmonson ticket
was invented. Mr. Sherbourn illustrated many surviving tickets by means of slides, including oddities
such as a ticket issued by the London Midland Region
in early BR days valid for a journey on Great Central
lines, and headed LM&SR. Minor railways were
included, and recent developments rounded off the
talk. (it is an interesting reversion to the past
that my local BR station, and many others, have to
issue a filled-in form when booking passengers on
all but a few long distances journeys, ED).
March 1977: Another John Birkbeck photo
to
time down to the West of England, was enjoyed. The
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trip started at Paddington, and took in numerous
branch lines, plus traction engines, barrel organs,
gardens, miniature railways and rivers en route to
Land's End.
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B O O K REVIEW

Railways to Sevenoaks by C.M. Devereux.
Oakwood Press £1.35, 48pp + 16pp photographs.
This book covers the story of the SwanleyOtford - Sevenoaks and St John's - Tonbridge lines,
together with lines proposed but never built. In
addition to the historical sections there are chapters
on accidents, stations, yards and sidings, signals
and locomotives. The author ends with a look into
his crystal ball, and appends sections on steam and
m.u. headcodes, and Downham Estate Railway. In the
section on locomotives a passing mention is given to
the SER's Ramsbottom locomotives; as the name Ramsbottom is not usually associated with the SER a few
words of explanation might usefully have been
included here. Mr. Devereux makes a quite valid
point about the lack of power of Hastings line demu
sets, but rather spoils things by making it three
times in all. One or two of the photographs are of
indifferent quality, and the method used to reproduce
emu letter headcodes is rather crude. The area map
which s e r v e s as a frontispiece is one of the poorest
maps I can recall having seen in acommercial
publication. Nevertheless, this book is a useful
addition to the Southern enthusiast's bookshelf and
represents reasonable value for money in these
inflationary days.
ACCIDENT REPORT

Derailment between Clapham Jn and Wandsworth Town on
19th December 1975
In his report (pub HMSO 70p) on the derailment
Major Olver finds that it happened because permanent
way staff started to dismantle a redundant hand-worked
crossover between the up and down through lines prior
to an engineer's possession. As a result the 08.59
Hounslow Loop train, formed of EPBs 5131 & 5675, was
derailed on a displaced switch rail.
Major Olver discovered that it appeared to be
common practice in the area for redundant switches
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to be partially dismantled before being replaced by
plain track, in clear contravention of BR's rules
and regulations. He considered that liaison between
senior and junior staff in the Area Civil Engineer,
Wimbledon's district left much to be desired, and
that had it been better more attention would have
been drawn to the rules relating to redundant
switches, and the mistakes by p.w. staff that led to
the accident would not have occurred.
MEMBERS QUERIES

Stores Unit: The coach numbers of vehicles forming
unit 024 are AD3975250/51.
Kent House Curve: Can anybody provide information
about the spur from the LCDR line south of Kent House
to the Birkbeck line?
There is no mention of this line in the standard works
of reference, and there is some doubt as to whether
it ever actually existed as a through line. It is
shown rather indistinctly on a map in the LBSCR
timetable for summer 1912. The embankment is
complete throughout, and a bridge over the entrance
to some allotments appears to have been built for
double track. A siding connected at the Kent House
end was used to store electric stock prior to
electrification from Victoria to Orpington in 1925.
Further information welcomed. - Information: J.Chapter.
Headcodes: At one end of the roller blinds fitted to
3142, on the back of the blinds, is the printed
inscription "Pmouth Indent", What does this mean?

7k

SEASONED TRAVELLERS
Going Off the Rails was the title of a report by Tom

Forester in "New Society" on 17th March 1977, which
revealed that there has been a dramatic decline in
the sale of season tickets by British Railways over
the last few years. On possibly the best known
commuter line, that from Brighten, two stations well
illustrate the position. Between 1961 and 1975 the
number of season ticket holders between London and
Brighton fell from 2,980 to 1,769, an average loss of
66 per year, but the decline in 1974 was 98 and later
figures are likely to increase as a result of the
huge fare increases in 1975. Haywards Heath has seen
a growth in season ticket sales, but the town has
grown significantly as well.
Other stations have seen very significant losses.
Season ticket sales at Surbiton fell from 2,927 in
1961 to 2,302 in 1974, and over the same period sales
at Bexleyheath dropped from
3,093 to 2,610, and at
Bromley South from 1,713 to 768.
While

population changesaffects e a s o nt i c k e t

saleshtese falls in sales cannot be due to a

declining
population.
In
many places
the
population
is now declining but fewerpeopletraveltoworkby
train. The predictions of the London Rail Study of

1974,
that
ther
would be a 30% fall in rail
passenger flow into London between 07.00 and 10.00 by

1991 is already too conservative.
Many commuters can no longer afford rail
season tickets, for it is quite wrong to assume that
they are all affluent "middle class". The SR's
Economic Survey Officer admits that a high proportion
of the region's commuters are are lower white collar
workers, often in routine non-manual jobs and paid a
wage around or below the industrial average.
In view of the Southern's attempts to smooth
out the peak, by encouraging staggered working hours
and the like, one wonders whether the region's
management views this decline with concern or
satisfaction.
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TheSocietyfor the Preservation of

Old

Buildings in

London is a manifestation of commuters feelings
about the cost of rail travel that has attracted
wide attention. This unusual body was founded in
February, and is currently organised by Hermann the
cat (also known as "Chairman Miaow"), assisted by an
unidentified parrot and a goldfish called Jaws.
This enterprising trio is arranging to run a special
free coach trip from Brighton to London every week
day, up in the morning and down in the evening.
Members participating in the trip are obliged to pay
50p for a cup of coffee and a booklet about old
buildings in the London area (published by London
Transport and available free of charge at their
enquiry offices).
The true purpose of this bizarre body becomes
clearer when one finds that Hermann happens to live
with Michael Lane, who is chairman of the Brighton
Line Commuters' Association. The association has
been wanting to run a bus service between Brighton
and London in competition with British Railways and
the National Bus Company for some time, but before
being able to do so it would have to obtain the
permission of the Traffic Commissioners. Before
granting such permission the Traffic Commissioner's
are obliged to seek the views of existing operators,
such as British Railways, and if these parties
object to the new service (as they are rather likely
to) permission to run it will not be given.
Societies running coach trips for their members
do not have to obtain the Traffic Commissioners'
consent, and nobody can do anything about prices
charged for cups of coffee unless a member of SPOBL
complained to the Dept of Prices and Consumer Affairs,
which is unlikely to happen. Hence the sudden
interest among the residents in Brighton in the
preservation of London's buildings.
A trial run was made with one coach (ironically
hired from Southdown, part of the National Bus
Company) on 23rd March, but SPOBL plans to run up to
ten coaches daily from a date to be announced. No
action has yet been taken either by the Traffic
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Commissioners or British Railways.
The SPOBL coach is scheduled to complete its
journey in 1½
hours, though this may vary slightly,
asfor legal reasons, it will start from a different
point in Brighton each day. The inaugural trip was
half an hour late, due to publicity stops. All the
trains were on time.

THE SOUTHERN AND THE JUBILEE. 1935
Monday May 6th 1935 was a special Bank Holiday
to celebrate King George V and Queen Mary's Silver
Jubilee. The sun shone, the crowds were out, and
the Southern, as ever, rose to the occasion. The
Sunday train service was run, with numerous extras,
though the pattern was quite different from usual
Bank Holidays. Normally, everybody was keen to go to
the coast, but on this day London was the centre of
attraction.
The main event of the day was the Royal thanksgiving service at St. Paul's Cathedral, with the
inevitable procession to and from. Buckingham Palace.
No doubt the really keen spectators were in position
on Sunday evening, but for the benefit of those who
wanted some time in bed and a good viewpoint there
were trains on most suburban lines from about4.00am.
Typical examples on the South Eastern were the 3.44
from Erith, 3.47 and 3.53 from Orpington and 3.55
from Addiscombe.
Other special events required extra trains;
between 11.49 am and 2.34 pm twenty-three ran from
Waterloo to Kempton Park for the Royal Silver
Jubilee Race Meeting, as well as nine extra steam
trains to Weybridge for motor racing at Brooklands.
Then, as now, combined travel and admission tickets
were available from Waterloo; 4/3 (21p) for the
horses, and 5/- (25p) for the motor cars.
Speedway racing, band concerts, organ recitals
a funfair and fireworks attracted many people to
Crystal Palace. Frequent trains ran to the low lev
station, somewhat less frequently to the high level
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For those seeking a more peaceful day the
Southern arranged organised rambles from Pulborough,
Amberley and Arundel; 4/6 (22½p) from London,
4/(20p)from East Croydon. There were also a number
of excursions to coastal resorts, and some extra
service trains.
With the Crystal Palace fireworks, and a large

bonfire in Hyde Park, the trains were kept running
late taking revellers home. One wonders if the
12.38 am to Dartford conveyed anyone who had been
on the 4.2 am up!
THE MODERNISATION OF
THE BOURNEMOUTH LINE

III: Electrification
The lines electrified comprised the through
lines from Pirbright Junction and the local lines
from Sturt Lane to a point beyond Branksome
110 miles 63 chains from Waterloo, plus the
Lymington branch, the branch from Branksome Junction
to Bournemouth depot and various lines and sidings
at Eastleigh. The local lines had been electrified
from Pirbright Junction to Sturt Lane, with the
spur thence to Frimley Junction, as part of the 1939
Reading electrification. A very sparse electric
service had been run between Waterloo and Woking via.
Bagshot - one train daily in 1939 - and passenger
services over the line from Sturt Lane to Frimley
Junction ceased in September 1964. The spur was
closed entirely in 1967.
A notable feature of the electrification was
the higher voltage used, up to 850 volts instead of
750/660. When the rest of the electrified network
could be similarly upgraded it would be possible to
run more powerful trains, and there would be more
power to spare for auxiliary functions, such as
train air-conditioning.
Power was supplied at 33kV 50Kz three—phase
a.c. by the Central Electricity Generating Board
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from the National Grid at Basingstoke, Southampton,
and Bournemouth, and was distributed to the line's
nineteen substations via oil-filled cables. These
were connected to the existing Southern 33kV cable
network at Brookwood, so that power could be taken
from other feeder stations if required.
The power supply and substations were supervised
from a new electric control room at Eastleigh.
Substations, which were mainly on the down side, were
built on reinforced concrete slabs, and were constructed of two aluminium skins sandwiching a layer of
expanded polyurethane for thermal insulation. A
prototype had been built at Hollingbourne for phase
II of the Kent Coast electrification. The main
equipment at each substation comprised 33kV 750MVA
oil-immersed high-speed switch gear (to switch the
current on and off), two 1,000kW transformers (to
reduce the voltage from the 33kV supplied to the
850V to go to the line) and two 1,000kW silicon
rectifiers (to convert the current from a.c. to d.c.).
The transformers were located outside the main
structure, but all other equipment was inside. The
substations were painted light grey, except for
Ashurst, Woodfidley and Lymington Junction which were
finished in camouflage green in deference to their
New Forest setting.
1,500kW rectifiers were installed at Eastleigh
and Bournemouth substations to allow for the extra
load due to sidings and depots. The substations at
Fleet, Winchfield, Newnham, Barton, Worting and Kingsworthy were fitted with equipment that had been
ordered for an electrification scheme that was
subsequently cancelled. (This was probably, either
the Oxted line or Ashford to Ore). These substations,
with the exception of Kingsworthy, are equipped with
one 2,000kW rectifier instead of two 1,000kW ones.
The steel tank mercury-arc rectifiers at Walton;
Weybridge, Byfleet and Woking substations, which had
been installed in 1936, were replaced by silicon
rectifiers.
Intermediately between each pair of substations
a track-paralleling hut, of similar construction.
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e q u i p p e d with high-speed circuit breakers was
provided.

On the Quadruple line from Pirbright Junction
to Worting Junction the substations were spaced at
the conventional distance of about three and a half
miles. From Worting Junction on to Branksome they
were further apart at about four and a half miles.
This saved money, for three fewer substations were
required, but it did bring about a problem. The
electrical resistance of the conductor rails between
the substations was increased, because the distance
was increased. If a fault, such as a short circuit,
occurred at a point distant from any substation or
track paralleling hut the equipment that detects
current overload might fail to do so due to the
current being limited to less than the critical value
by the resistance of the line. The circuit breakers
in the substations and track paralleling huts act
rather like a household fuse; when the maximum
permissible current is exceeded they are tripped and
the current is switched off. If an overload is not
detected, and the switchgear not tripped, damage may
be done to the equipment in which the fault has
occurred, probably resulting in a fire. To ensure
that all overloading was detected, track current
relays were located between each substation and track
paralleling hut, one for each track.
A track current relay comprises an iron
circuit through which a track jumper cable, carrying
the line current, passes - effectively an electromagnet - and an armature that is attracted by the
magnetic field created by the passing current. If

the current increases beyond the critical level the
magnetic field becomes strong enough to cause the
armature to trip a contact completing an auxiliary
electric circuit. A signal is sent to the adjacent
substation and track paralleling hut, and the current
is switched off. Track current relays were not
provided between Waltham and Northbrook substations,
as the mid-point between these was in the deep,
steep-sided cutting between Popham Tunnels, and as a
track paralleling hut could not be located there, two
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had to be provided, one at Micheldever and the
other at Roundwood. Intermediate distances were,
therefore, shorter than usual.
The conductor rails were laid in the six foot
way wherever possible, and were welded into 500 yard
lengths. London Transport's mobile welding plant was
hired to do this work, and was based at Eastleigh.
Standard 106 lb/yd flat bottomed rail was used,
except through Southampton Tunnel and on the
Lymington branch, where 150 lb/yd rail was employed.
The heavier rail was used at Southampton to allow
sufficient current to flow from Northam Junction
substation to feed the quadruple line that starts
east of Southampton station.
The electrification of the Lymington branch was
complicated by its being a single line, for there is
only one conductor rail for current to pass along
instead of two, increasing the electrical resistance
of the line, 150 lb/yd conductor rail partially
compensated for the lack of a second conductor rail.
An economy that has hampered operations on the
branch is the lack of a substation at Lymington. A
substation was located at Lymington Junction, but the
voltage drop at Lymington Pier, four and a half miles
away, is considerable. Initially only two coach
electric multiple-units were allowed on the
to ensure that trains would have sufficient power to
start from the stations at Lymington, but this rule
was subsequently revised to permit the use of four
coach trains. Special arrangements are made for the
running of twelve coach trains to Lymington on
summer Saturdays. It appears that main line trains
are timed so that none are in the vicinity of
Lymington Junction when a twelve coach train is
starting from either station at Lymington, in order
that maximum power can be fed to the branch.
IV: Civil Engineering and Station Alterations
Although the existing jointed track was
relatively new and in good order, the opportunity was
taken to relay the through lines from Brookwood to
Bournemouth with continuously welded rails and
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concrete sleepers. Existing ballast was cleaned and
supplemented with new ballast. About 250 miles of
track was relaid, the highly

mechanised operation

being based on Redbridge Civil Engineer's
Depot.
Generally work was carried out on the quadruple
section of line to Worting Junction during the
week, all trains using the local lines, and south
to St Denys at weekends when trains were diverted
via Alton or Havant. Beyond Southampton it was
necessary to resort to long periods of single line
working, as there were only two tracks and no
alternative routes. It is extraordinary that the
line from Brockenhurst to Bournemouth via Ringwood
was not retained as a diversionary route. The
passenger service had been withdrawn in May 1964,
only four months before the modernisation scheme
was authorised.
All stations from Brookwood to Bournemouth were
redecorated, and refurbished as required. Fleet
and Eastleigh stations were rebuilt with CLASP
buildings, Fleet being the Southern's first CLASP
station. The up side of Southampton station was
rebuilt with a four floor office block - "Overline
House" - over the main booking hall. New black and
white signs were provided at all stations, and at
ones with long canopies the Station name was repeated
along a continuous white strip under the canopy.
This style of signing had been installed as an
experiment at Earlsfield in 1965. Platforms were
extended to accommodate twelve coach trains at
Brookwood, Farnborough, Basingstoke/Winchester,
Shawford, Eastleigh and Bournemouth, though various
stations were left with platforms shorter than the
trains. At Shawford the down platform was
converted into an island with faces on the fast and
slow lines. (Within the areas controlled from
Basingstoke and Eastleigh boxes the standard
Southern nomenclature 'through' and 'local' lines
was abandoned in favour of the B.R. standard 'fast'
and 'slow'). The platform loops at Micheldever
were removed, and a new island platform
was built.
Large car parks, often on the sites of old goods
yards (an interesting indication of the line's
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changing role) were provided at many stations.
Particularly large ones are at Farnborough, Basingstoke and Bournemouth with 300 spaces, Fleet with
260 and Brookwood with 200.
A new station was opened at Southampton Airport
(Eastleigh) on 1st April 1966, though this was not
part of the £15m scheme. In the interests of
rationalisation four other stations were closed.
The last passenger train to Bournemouth West ran on
5th September 1965, and a replacement bus service
was run until the official closure date, 4th October.
The early closure of the station to passenger trains
allowed work to start on constructing the new depot
sooner. Boscombe station also closed on 4th October
1965, though a leaflet issued by the Southern only
five months earlier had claimed that Boscombe would
have seventeen more trains daily each way upon
electrification, and journey times from Waterloo
would be cut by up to 35 minutes! Northam and
Southampton Terminus stations closed on 5th September
1966, though the latter was used for parcels traffic
until March 1968, The line from Northam Junction
remains in use for access to Southampton Docks via
Gate 3, and still sees boat train traffic.
Consequent upon these closures and the closure
of Winchester Chesil in 1961, Bournemouth Central,
Southampton Central and Winchester City stations
were renamed plain Bournemouth, Southampton and
Winchester from 10th July 1967, though the name
"Southampton, Central" remained in use in timetables
for a while after that to avoid confusion with
Southampton Airport.
A DIVERTING EXPERIENCE

Areport in the "Daily Mail" of 2nd April on the
inquest into the death of a train driver working a
train from Stranraer to London Euston noted that the
train came to a stand on the incline south of
Wallington. It is understood that reports of the
'Royal Scot' being delayed at Merton Park by the
"Winkle"are without foundation.
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CHRONOLOGY CORNER

An unusual working occasioned by major engineering
work at Redhill
Saturday 15th March 1975, 10.31 Victoria to Hove
via Dorking and Littlehampton.
Stock; '4Cep' units 7101, 7104 & 7107
Sched. Act.
Dist.
Speed
min
min
c
mph
0
0.00
0 0 Victoria
0
1 19 Battersea Park
2.38
45
2 55 Clapham Junction
5
4.53
0 0
1 29
2 13

3 36

Clapham Junction
Wandsworth Common
Balham Junction
Streatham North Jn

6 4 Mitcham Junction
7 16 Hackbridge
9 30 Sutton

0

0.00

3
5½

3.22

50
52*

4. 89
8.79
12.19
14.92

50*
53½

8½

14

0 0 Sutton
1 2 Cheam

0

4

0

77
7 11
11 36
13 40

0 ' C
2 31

7 15
12 23

17.73
0.00
1.90

2 33 Ewell East
3 76 Epsom
5 78 Ashstead
7 62 Leatherhead

10 74
11 67

2.30

6

11

Boxhill & Westhumble
Dorking
Dorking
Holmewood
Ockley & Capel
Warnham
Horsham
Horsham
Christ's Hospital
Billingshurst

Pulborough
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15½

3.36
5.21
7.79
9.31

14.18
15.59

0

0.00

15

11.33
13.57

6.04

7.59

0

13

0.00
4.20
7.85

15.07

0

0 sig
0 stop

0

48½
65/70

34*
71
4315* pws

70
0

60
73/83

71½*
-

0
62/79

16sigs/64
45sigs/65

Amberley
Arundel
Arundel Junction
Littlehampton

19.93
75
68
22.75
23
24.33
28*/41
26½
27.80
NB: Decimal fractions of minutes are used in this
log, not seconds. 0.01 minute = 0.6 second
This run was of interest not so much for the
routing as for the stock, one of the few 'l2Cep'
formations allocated to the Central Division. The
schedule was of itself nothing special; stops were
non-standard, but timings were the same as for
other services on the route concerned.
Departure was punctual, and a good start was
made only to be marred by a very bad signal stop,
almost four minutes, waiting for an up main line
train to cross at Streatham North Junction, This up
train had, no doubt, been delayed by the complicated
workings at Redhill. The driver made no attempt to
regain time before Sutton, whence departure was four
minutes late.
Thenceforward, however, the sparks began to fly,
with speeds of 70 mph and over on the none too easy
road to Dorking. Unfortunately the hoped-forpicking up of time did not materialise, due to the
very long permanent way slack after Leatherhead.
From Dorking to Horsham was the best part of the
entire run with a splendid acceleration to 73 mph
up the 1 in 250 to the summit at Ockley & Capel, and
a rush down towards Warnham at 83 mph. Only one
minute was gained, however, demonstrating the tightness of the schedule.
From Horsham onwards the journey was punctuated
by signal checks, presumably because the preceding
stopping train was running about ten minutes late
(again, no doubt, as a reaction of the engineering
works). Two minutes were lost by checks at
Billingshurst and Pulborough, but good running otherwise enabled the overall loss to be reduced to one
end a half minutes at Arundel Junction. A slow
approach to the terminus at Littlehampton, where the
train reversed before continuing to Hove, unfort85
17

5
20 52
22 19
23 70

unately meant that arrival was five minutes late.
I did not record beyond Littlehampton, firstly
because the train was to stop at all stations as far
as Worthing, and I would be alighting at Shoreham-bySea.
Suffice to say that no time was gained on the
coastal line before Shoreham-by-Sea.
REP RUNNING

In "Live Rail" 34 a correspondent asked
whether the 1974 '4Rep' units had superior traction
characteristics to the 1967 ones. An analysis of
eighty logs suggested that this might be the case.
The only difference between the two batches of
units is that the buffet cars are slightly different;
the traction equipment is identical. Differences in
performance, if they are not a freak result, will be
due to a large number of small factors rather then a
few major ones. Examples include the fact that when
the runs were timed the 1974 units had newer tyres
than t h e 1967 ones.Thesewouldhavebeenr

fewer times, and would therfoe

e

-

be

so that the unit wouldtravelfurtherforeach

t

u

r

n

e

slightly larger,

d

revolution of the axles. The axles' roller bearings
and other components would also be newer and therefore likely to run more freely, so the 1974 units
would have a lower resistance to movement
than the
1967 units. As a unit that has undergone a major
overhaul is effectively in "as new" condition from
the traction point of view, it would be interesting
to know if the 1967 '4Rep's that were third and
fifth fastest were those that had been through works
most recently.
It is possible that the 1974 units' current
limit relays are set to operate at a slightly higher
current than those in the 1967 units, or that the
component size tolerances in the 1974 units are
stricter, so that the units fit together better, and
consequently work better than the 1967 units. These
are only suggestions though, not known facts.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
STOCK NOTES

Anumber of 4TCs are reformed due to accident damage:

417 76331(ex spare)/70860/70828/76301
430 76302(ex 417)/71163/70841776327
DTC 76328 (ex 430) is now officially 'spare'. 417
was moved from Bournemouth to E Wimbledon overnight
25/26Feb, and on to Straw Hill on 27Feb. 76328 was
moved from Straw Hill to Slade Grn on 2Mar, and to
Bournemouth a week later. On 10Mar 76305 (ex 419)
was moved Sarum to Eastleigh. Correspondents are
asked to pay particular attention to TC formations.
4Bep 7017 is reformed with TSK 70585 (ex 7187) in
place of its buffet car, 69016, and it has consequently been renumbered and re-classified 4Cep 7187. It
is stored at Eastleigh. 69016 has replaced 70585 in

the original 7187, which has accordingly been re-classified

bered 7021, and not 7017 as might be expected. Is
this correct, and what has happened to the "real"
7021 ?
Shock news: 6B 1035 was correctly formed on 28Feb,
though on 29Mar 60041 was marked for repair. On Xmas
eve, when 60012 was running in 1035 the masking tape
hiding 60012's correct unit number fell off, so the
the unit had two different
numbers - 1007 & 1035
showing at one end. And what did spotters make of
that! 5133,5208,7346 & 7407 remain formed as shown
in LR35. Reformed 5162 was moved from Plumstead,
where it had been stored, to Slade Grn, on 12Mar, but
its motor coaches, 14416 & 14266, were returned to
Plumstead a week later. Earlier 71017 & 76682 (ex
7836) had also been moved to Slade Grn for repair,
from Wimbledon on 14 Feb.
4Pep 4001 visited Eastleigh from 22Feb to 2 Mar, and
following its return was placed in store at E Wimbledon depot with 4002. The units may well be withdrawn,
for they are no longer required for test purposes.
Any experiments are now carried out on GN line cl 313
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units. Although the units require special staff
training and special stocks of spare parts they are
of little operational use. The only lines that they
may now use without special arrangements being made
are Waterloo to Chessington, Hampton Ct and Shepperton via Earlsfield, and at numerous locations en
route certain lines and platforms are banned to them,
or special speed restrictions apply. However, the
SRmay gain large numbers of similar units if the
Merseyside PTE find that they cannot afford to pay
for the new cl 507 units being built for the Southport line.
If allocated to the SR they would
probably be re-classified since 5xx indicates LMR dc
units and most SR units have EE507 traction motors
and this would be confusing. The units were ordered
as 3-car sets, but some centre cars may be transferred
so that some 2- and 4-car sets are formed, so that
6 and 10 coach trains can be marshalled.
Also believed to be stored at Wimbledon are trailers
70034/38 (ex 7102) which were moved there on 18Feb
from Strawberry Hill.
On 26Mar 3H 1125 was ex-works at Swindon. Demus
overhauled at Swindon are understood
to
have their
ceilings finished in a different style from those
done at Eastleigh - details please.
The units also
have their allocation painted on the end as Swindon
has not been supplied with any stickers.
Most types of unit have now been reported with class
stickers, but many stickers have black, not blue,
backgrounds. It is thought that in most cases all
stickers for one class have the same colour ground,
but the 4Veps (class 423) may have stickers of either
colour. Again, observations welcomed.
Further information is to hand regarding refurbished
units. 4Cep 7153 may work in multiple with cl 73/1
and cl 74 locos when these are working on diesel
power, as may all Cig/Big/Vep/TC/Rep & MLV stock.
This involves providing auxiliary-power 'on', shoes
up and engine-start command facilities via the 27 way
control cable, and blocking diodes in the control
supply system so that the locomotive 110 volt control
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supply may be used rather than the mu 70 volt supply.
4EPB
5263 has plastic-coated luggage racks, wooden
armrests at both ends of the seats (described as not
very comfortable), aluminium draught baffles either
side of the door pillars (as on EPB's 5357-70 and Haps

6147-73), aluminium strip inside at cantrail level,
a heater under every seat and striped brown plastic
panelling on the interior end walls. 4EPB 5035 also
has apparently brighter lighting (LR34 p22), but this
may be due to a more reflective paint being used on
the ceiling.
On 19Feb all BR train air-brakes, except those on
multiple-units, were altered from a working pressure
of 70 psi to 72.5psi (5.0bar) in the interests of
metrication. As a result, on SR push-pull trains if
the locomotive is leading the brakes work at 72.5 psi,
but if a multiple-unit is leading they work at 70 psi.
Non-SR locos have been banned from electrically heating SR coaches, following a fire in an SR train that
was being heated by an LMR electric loco. SR train
heating works at 675 volts, approximately the power
available from the third rail, but 1,000 volts has
been adopted as standard on other regions.
The track circuit clips provided in the emergency kits
on SR trains have been exchanged for a special variety
with a shorter lead between the two heads that clip
to the running rails. When used, the clip is first
attached to the running rail furthest from the conductor rail, and it is then impossible for it to be
accidentally brought into contact with the conductor
rail, as it will not reach that far.
On 11 Mar withdrawn Sub coaches, MBSOs 11307/08 & TSs
6904/34,10152,102152,
1024/5 & 10474 were moved with de-icer
012 from Norwood to Basingstoke, and on to Micheldever
on14Mar.This left MBSOs 10833/34/41-44/47/4748/75,
10939/40/87-94,11347/48/82/89/90,12661/62/80 & TSs

8913/24/27/41/45,10144/46/65,10237/48/87/97,10318/39,

10449/79/81,11452/57/91/94/95 and de-icer 017 at
Norwood. MBSO 11130 (ex 4Cor 3125) was cut up by BR
staff at Hoo Junction in January,
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INTERESTING WORKINGS

Test trips continue in abundance. Brake tests with
Haps 6022/23 took place on 14Feb between Alton and
Farnham, and on 18, 24,25Feb & 1 -3Mar between Woking
and Basingstoke. The Haps continue to berth at
Aldershot while on test. On 17&l3Feb 5801 & ADB975027
& ADB975032 ran aws tests from Straw Hill on the
Shepperton bch and on 25Feb round the Kingston loop.
On 11&18Mar refurbished Cep 7153 underwent riding
tests between Grove Park and Ashford. There have
also been power supply tests using MBSO 61035 (ex
4Cep 7
1
0
2 & ADB975032. These ran from Straw Hill
on the Shepperton bch (with 5801 as well) on 11 Mar,
round the Kingston loop on 14Mar, from Stew Lane to
Brighton on 15Mar, to Deal (out via Herne Bay, back
via Orpington) on l6Mar, and to Brockenhurst on 17Mar.
5801 is no more than a source of motive power when
required. ADB975032 is a highly adapted cl 501
Watford dc line driving trailer (M75165). It has
many windows blanked out, and is finished in Inter
City blue and grey. Modifications include 4TC-type
driving controls, control jumpers and sockets for
working with all post-1951 electric stock, buck-eye
couplers and a gangway at the non-driving (No 2) end.
There have been various passenger specials. Cep 7153
was provided for an Inst of Railway Signal Engineers
special over lines between Charing X and Hither Green
on 5Feb. Several troop trains ran between Aldershot
and Folkestone West during Feb, 7130/76/96 worked
from Aldershot
on 5th. No Cep comforts for the troops
on 12Feb
when
Veps 7735 & 7824 worked specials both
ways. On 19Feb Veps 7727/88 formed a return excursion from Brighton to Soton via Lewes, Redhill,
Streatham, Herne Hl, Longhedge Jn and Chertsey. 3D
1312 was used for an RCTS railtour from Tonbrldge to
the Angerstein Wharf, Grain and Chatham Dockyard
branches on 23Mar.
Central Dvn have borrowed Pullman First E314E, a
Metropolitan-Cammell vehicle built in 1960, for
special traffic purposes. It is staffed by men who
used to work on the "Brighton Belle", and sees
regular use on Brighton & Hove Albion football
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specials conveying the team and manager. Recent
results suggest that Don Revie should consider
hiring a Pullman for the England team!
The usual unusual workings are reported from the
Tadpole line, where 3Hs have been giving a taste of
things
to
come: 10Feb 1445 Tonbdg-Rdg 3D vice 3R;
28Feb 0725 Rdg-Tonbdg 3D vice 3R; 7Mar 1640 RedhillRdg 3H vice loco set; 9,14,18Mar 0725 Rdg-Tonbdg 3H
vice 3R; 11 Mar 1445 Tonbdg-Rdg 3H vice 3R.
On 1 Mar the 0742 Reading-Wloo was formed 4Sap vice
8Cig. 2Sap 5632 made a rare return visit to the
Coastway line, being noted at W Worthing on 8 April.
On 7&8Mar driver training trips were run from Stew
Lane to Ramsgate and back, via Herne Bay, using a cl
73/0 EDL and eight unpowered emu cars.
Bridge replacement at Wandsworth Road (SED) on 26&27
Feb, l2,13,20&27Mar caused Chatham line trains to be
diverted via Crystal Pal. Hourly the oo10 & oo40 ex
Vic, oo15 ex Dover and oo38 ex Ramsgate called at

Crystal Pal in lieu of the Beck Jn shuttle, which was
withdrawn. All trains called at Beck Jn for working
purposes. Slow trains terminated at Herne Hl or
Denmark Hl, and except on 20Mar, special trains were
run on the SL line calling at L Bdg, Peckham Rye,
Denmark Hl and Vic only.
On 19Mar work at Charing X, thought to be connected
with the removal of the span that used to support the
signal box (though it was still there on 1/4Apr),
closed pforms 1-3. Trains unable to use pforms 4-6
terminated to L Bdg, some running empty to Cannon St
to reverse. The work unusually brought a loco, a cl
33/0, to the local side at Charing X on an engineer's
train. (in answer to queries, locos of classes
01-09,20,26,27,33 & 73 are allowed over the local
lines and middle road on Charing X bridge, but
singly only; the restrictions being due to the bridge
being weakened by bomb damage on the local side).

A large number of unit failures have been reported,
but space does not allow these to be listed. Any
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members requiring full details should send an SAE and
extra 8½p stamp to the Editor.
3Feb:Up Bton line trains diverted via Mid Sussex due
to a broken rail at Hassocks. 3Feb: DTS 16009 of Sap
5609 damaged after unit demolished buffer stops at
Selhurst. 6Feb: SWD trains terminated at Clap Jn
until about 1530 due to bomb scare at Wloo. 8Feb:
Signal failure on SE lines at London Bdg caused
delays during morning peak. 10Feb: Services delayed
on Shepperton bch due to substation short circuit in
Sunbury area. Some trains diverted via Bat & Ball
following failure of 1244 ex Hastings nr Polhill.
15Feb: Vep 7888 on 1210 Vic-Rmgt suffered damaged
shoe gear after running over wagon sheets that had
fallen off a Temple Mills-Chatham freight at Rochester Bdg Jn. 21Feb: Both lines blocked nr Stonegate
by an earth slip. Special buses ran between Wadhurst
and Robertsbridge (some to or from Battle or T Wells)
calling at Etchingham. Taxis provided for Stonegate
passengers. 0335 Vic-Hastings news ran via Eastbourne, and peak hour trains and Mountfield-Northfleet gypsum trains ran via Pluckley. From 20Feb to
4Mar and 7-9Mar up line available for single line
working from 0500 to 0900 (up trains) and 1600 to
2045 (down trains). Normal working resumed on 10Mar,
though early up trains slightly retimed for first two
days. 25Feb: Early morning fatality at Petersfield
caused delays and cancellations to up trains. 6 & 7
roads at London Bdg (E) out of use due to points
failure. 4Mar: Both lines blocked at Plumpton due to
derailment of 1154 Norwood-Eastbourne freight.
Several mineral wagons and a fuel tank down the bank.
Site cleared by following morning, and line re-opened
in the afternoon. 5Mar: 73136 ran away and derailed
on catch points at Lee Spur Jn. 10Mar: NDMBSO 62453
& DTC 76897 of Vep 7872 derailed in Gillingham sdgs.
15Mar: MBSO 8641 of Sub 4747 derailed on catch points
at Horsham. l6Mar: NDMBSO 62193 of Vep 7732 derailed
at Wdon Park sdgs. 19Mar: Sub 4669 involved in a
fatality at Belmont while working 1446 Eps Dns-Vic.
2lMar: Severe delays on Oxted line followed second
failure of 1625 London Bdg-Uckfield and train that
had assisted it from E Croydon at Woldingham. Cig
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7309, on 2108 P o r t s Hbr-Bton in f a t a l i t y at Ford.
24Mar: Loco 31213 caught fire
at Wool while on crew
t r a i n i n g run. 2149 Hounslow Loop t r a i n , formed 4x2
EPBdivided between
third unit (3749) and fourth
(5683) ofupon
12357
Subdeparture
4696 damaged
f r o m in
Wloo.
propelling
M B S O 12771
move at& TS

Selhurst. Unit ran into MBSO 14451 of EPB 5226 which
was also damaged. 31Mar: Points outside pforrms 1-3
at Charing X failed in the morning, and then again
during the evening peak. For a while they had to be
hand worked. 1Apr: Delays to CD local services
following derailment of a Willesden-Norwood freight
on down local line south of Clapham Jn.

Sandwich: Aggregate is to be conveyed by five trains
daily from an NCB tip at Betteshanger Colliery to
Richborough CEGB sidings. There it will be offloaded
into lorries that will convey it to works sites on
the new Sandwich bypass. Eventually 400,000 tons of
aggregate will be moved, avoiding 25,000 lorry
journeys through the narrow streets of Sandwich.
New Cross; The stop lights in platform 1 (East
London) have been moved so that trains now stop with
all doors beyond the end of the canopy, and not most
of them. This may have something to do with the
forthcoming introduction of 'A' stock on the East
London line, though recent LTE practice has been to
increase the over-run distance beyond stop lights.
It is understood that work is to start soon on new
station buildings to replace the present huts.
North Kent East Jn: Realignment made possible by
demolition of the signal box has permitted the speed
limit through the junction to be raised from 30 to
45 mph.
London Bridge: A plywood W.H. Smiths bookstall has
been erected on the south side of the CD station, to
replace the main bookstall while the building of
which it is part is rebuilt. A fairly new notice in
Borough High Street Post Office advises that when the
office is closed the nearest telephone kiosk is in
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'Southern Railway London Bridge

station'.

Charing
Cross: The short siding, latterly used for pw
trollies, has been removed. This has been described
as the "turntable siding" - did they really have a
turntable at Charing Cross?
Victoria: At the beginning of March a new announcement board was installed below the main Solari train
departure board at Victoria Central Dvn. This
comprised a large number of discs, one side black,
like the rest of the board, and the other yellow.
The discs could be arranged so that ones showing
the yellow side formed letters and spelt out messages.
Presumably they were revolved magnetically. After a
moment of glory, following the Plumpton derailment,
the board showed a message advising passengers not to
leave luggage unattended. Later in the month it was
showing an abstract design, and was dismantled. It
has reappeared again, last seen blank. The former
enquiry office has been converted into a passageway
to the bus station to allow a "decorator's possession"
of the usual passage alongside.
Wandsworth Road: During Feb the stairs from the
street to the LCDR platforms were demolished (only
61 yrs after the station closed!) together with the
station house, which had been derelict for two years.
West Croydon: The up carriage sidings, by platform 1,
have been removed.
Gatwick Airport: The island platform at the old
station has been removed, end the down local line
slewed through its site. The up local line still
has to curve past the remains of the up local pform.
Dean: Dean Hill crossing was being converted to ahb
on 12Mar, and colour light signals were being
installed.
Woolston: A new boundary fence now runs the whole
length of the tip site, and all track serving it has
been removed. It is possible that the site has been
sold by BR, and reclamation may be imminent. Where
will the Southern's rubbish go now?
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A.W.S.: B.R. aws is being installed on the following
lines: Pirbright Jn to Alton, Cosham to Salisbury via
Eastleigh, Raynes Park to Epsom and Chessington Sth;
Hampton Court Jn to Guildford via Oxshott; Waterloo

(WL) to Windsor & Eton Riverside, Ash Vale Jn and
Earley via Hounslow and via Richmond; New Malden to
Shepperton and Twickenham; Weybridge to Chertsey; and
Guildford to Wokingham.
Engineering Work Posters: A new style has appeared
during March, comprising two maps - one of the whole
of the Southern, and the other an enlargement of the
suburban area - on which the location of work is
marked by means of little symbols along the lines
concerned - chains of squares for Saturday work,
circles for Sundays and triangles for all weekend.
Maps are black lines on white, with red borders and
symbols. Presumably these will replace the yellow
maps with magnetic arrows and the lists of stations
between which work is being carried out,

ADDENDA

LR33 p166 Down through loop at Cheam was still in
place on 12Mar,
LR34 p22 4Vep 7755 still had Gatwick luggage racks
on 16Mar.
LR35 p62 East Brixton station is now totally
demolished.
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